
 
Statement of Qualifications 

 

Established in 2006, Excalibur Well services corporation is seen throughout California as a 

reliable well servicing and abandonment company that offers a wide range of services. Excalibur 

Well Services is renowned for our environmental considerations, safety record and our successes 

in obtaining abandonment and re-abandonment letters of approval from CALGem (formally 

DOGGR) as well as being a leader in successful well interception techniques. 

Excalibur has successfully completed high profile projects below various locales in southern 

California, such as the 2nd & PCH, a social hub and community gathering place, and various 

residential communities in the Santa Fe Springs area as well as may more areas throughout Kern 

county and central California 

Our Capability 

Excalibur Well Services specializes in abandonments and re-abandonments that require more 

knowhow and a finer attention to detail to meet and exceed today’s and tomorrow’s 

environmental standards. In addition to well abandonments, re-abandonments and well 

interceptions, we also have great knowledge in well drilling, well servicing and stimulation that 

increases well productivity and decreases down time. We maintain a well-trained staff and a 

well-maintained fleet of equipment in a wide range of specialties that are integrated into our field 

of work. 

Our Philosophy 

Our goal has always been to provide our customers with integrity and quality, as well as an 

insight into the abandonment/re-abandonment process. We work closely with CALGem and 

other governing entities to suggest the most economical steps to complete each project, 

integrating the effect of existing well conditions into the scope of work. We rely heavily on our 

combined years of experience to help our customers achieve their projects safely and efficiently. 

It has been Excalibur’s collaboration with all parties involved that provides the best solution 

where all individuals can take pride in achievement. 

Our Family 

Excalibur Well Services’ staff consists of experience across the board. Well trained rig workers, 

operators, down-hole tool personnel, supervisors and consultants maintain and exemplary safety 

record. Our vision is that our consultants and supervisors, with years of well bore knowledge and 

experience, can evaluate, organize, and solve the most complex projects and will provide a safe 

and environmentally conscious service along with abandonment recommendations to our clients. 


